T E S T M A I N S F I LT E R S

WHAT,
THE
JUICE?

Music reproduction is all about
modulating electricity. No wonder
the purity of the raw material
makes a difference

T

he electricity comes out of the socket, you can’t do anything”; “50km of copper from the power station, so how
can anything make a difference in the house” “It’s not
even in the signal path”; “Are you crazy?” That’s the kind of
stuff you hear from self-proclaimed experts and even hi-fi fans
when it comes to power supplies, and yet the hi-fi system sometimes sounds better at night or depending on how a plug is
plugged into the wall-supply. Something is happening, and it’s
to do with physics and “clean current”. STEREO explains and
tests what helps. 
By Tom Frantzen
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AMERICAN (MAINS) FIGHTER
 The high-end Audioquest Niagara
handles more complex high-end systems with four high-current outputs
and eight for sources, with more
comprehensive filtering slots. An
armada of isolating transformers, chokes and capacitors
does the work inside the
9000-Euro colossus, tackling disturbances on the
power supply and reducing ground noise.

T

he requirements for a perfect,
“audiophile” powerline filter are
simple: it should be as low impedance and resilient as possible and eliminate a very wide wband frequency spectrum common mode and differential
mode interference and protect the system,
so that the connected devices don’t “see”
any disturbance, even from other devices
malfunctioning. At the same time, disturbances occur as by-products / back-effects of electrical devices in the power
grid, and common-mode interference is

AUDIOQUEST NIAGARA 7000
Niagara 7000, at 9000 €
Contact: Audioquest
Tel .: +1 (949) 585-0111
www.audioquest.com
This device could alone fill a book on the topic
of passive network filtering, and its potential
was realized in the effect on the sound. A
superlative choice for costly systems.
EQUIPMENT

Connections: Up to four power-hungry
components (amplifier), also two extremely
strong insulating quad strips

caused by contamination from the outside
(such as from radio signals).
In the Audioquest Niagara 7000 we
have probably one of the most elaborate
and powerful attempts to achieve the ideal
passive mains treatment, even if in this
case “passive” is a misnomer given how
much the Niagara 7000 intervenes.

“Mr Power”
Audioquest designer Garth Powell,
already a mastermind when he joined the
company thanks to his designs for pro
equipment maker Furman, was given
plenty of time a practically an open budget to develop “Niagara”. Its looks and
weight – 37 kilograms – suggest a gigantic power amplifier, and it’s designed as a
component requiring its own space on a
correspondingly spacious and substantial
rack or shelf. And what you could easily
mistake for a braided three-piece breathing tube for deep dives is actually the
power supply cable, complete with an
Audioquest-typical bias battery – though
here we have a little criticism, because the
plastic sleeves for the connectors seem
comparatively delicate and sensitive to
accidental tread-damage.
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If we turn to the rear, we find four
extremely low-impedance – or “Low-Z”
– Schuko power outputs designated for
high-current use and configured with
simpler filter banks, plus two 4-socket
banks with a considerably stronger filter
design (transformers!), for buffering and
cleaning the supply for source devices
and preamplifiers. We also find the capacitive shielding of the Transformers
extremely consistent: if only hi-fi equipment manufacturers would protect out
their transformers in a similar way,
high-frequency noise could hardly enter
the system!
There is also a simple switch (at the
front) for the “Power Factor Corrector”,
operating not using the more common
correction of phase shifts between current
and voltage, but a switching trick that
massively lowers the impedance for the
fast recharging of the current storage. In
other words, it provides an enormous
additional storage capacity for the reproduction of transients (impulse peaks),
and so should be enabled by default. The
Niagara is equipped with several protection systems, including a very sensitive
residual current circuit breaker.

T E S T M A I N S F I LT E R S

 Weighing a whop-

ping 37kg, the Niagara 7000 impresses
as a high-end.

Magical effect
In terms of sound, the Niagara proved to
be brutally effective. The seemingly unimportant background of the sound image
is suddenly black, seems completely free
from artifacts, noise, HF, and the like. This
is reflected in an increase in solidity, and
even an almost holographically enhanced
picture of the main event.
The price of the large Niagara should
always be seen in relation to the system,
and the effect is more complex than that
of complex systems of components connected with each other, with their own

actions to be suppressed, and also with
components with protective two-pole
conductors. The structure of the sound
appears clearer, the soundstage image
larger, and bass textures clearer. The effect
is very strongly pronounced, but above
all here realized with comprehensive connection possibilities and practically without limitation.
In terms of lack of compromise and
technical sophistication, the Niagara is a
statement – and an absolutely impressive
one at that. For simpler and more modest
systems, smaller Niagara offshoots will

also be available, such as the 1000 model
launched at the High End show, but the
7000 is absolutely top class, and worthy
of a hat-tip.

 The associated power cable is of enormous
dimensions and technically complex.

 A very strong, broadband attenuation can be
measured at the connections for source devices.

 Surprisingly, filter effects can only be detected

 The black cylinder inside stores energy improves the pulse response of connected amplifiers.
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in the high-frequency range at the high-current
output.

T E S T M A I N S F I LT E R S

SMALL SOLUTION

I

sotek, the leading European system
supplier in the power sector, offers two
varieties of solution, which can also be
combined. In addition to the passive
approach already known and recommended from an earlier test of the
„Aquarius“ (see box on the right), the
„Genesis“ series provides the active solution. The idea behind this device is that it
completely rebuilds the 50Hz mains sine
wave, which has been defaced by all sorts
of low- and high-frequency interference,
and combines this constant, stabilized 50
Hertz 230 Volt signal with a Class D
power amplifier to feed its output.
In the case of the Genesis One, the output capacity is enough for analog or digital devices of up to 100 watts, and even
record players with synchronous motors
can be protected. Thanks to the design
construction of the Genesis One, several
units (at 2500 each) can be operated in
parallel and placed in a rack – albeit quite
a deep one.
The in coming mains distortion level of
roughly 1.5-2% and was reduced to about
one-sixth to an eighth of that when feeding the with the Marantz SA-10, and in
addition, the Genesis One slightly raised
the voltage of 226 volts to the nominal
value of 230 volts. The good noise attenuation measurement shows that any concern that Class D is incompatible with a
clean network is unfounded: 50Hz is

ISOTEK GENESIS / AQUARIUS

Eva 3 Aquarius: about 1400 €
Eva 3 Genesis One: around 2500 €
Contact: Isotek
www.isoteksystems.com
While the Isotek Aquarius can be viewed as
an all-round solution for any good system,
the fine, rhythmically driving „Genesis One“
is a top add-on for your favorite source.
EQUIPMENT

Connections Aquarius: Two high-current
and four mutually buffered outputs, purely
passive. Connections Genesis One: One
output for a device to 100 watts, active sine
wave generator

The elegant upright-format
allows you to place several Genesis One units side
by side, although they are
very deep. 

 That presence of two large toroidal

transformers in the Genesis One was
quite a surprise.

extremely far away from any sampling
frequencies, and easy to eliminate.

Top combination
As a single solution, a single „One“ was
thus excluded: the Duisburg-made integrated amplifier is too potent, and other
more suitable Genesis products are made.
But this is nonetheless a good solution for
source devices.
Because we combined the Aquarius
with the Symphonic Line RG 14 Edition
at the high current output and the Genesis One for the player, they complemented
each other quite wonderfully, and the
combination surpassed the already clear
tightening effect of the Aquarius alone
used for both devices. The system simply
played with even more airiness and amazing solidity, more swing and verve.
According to our experiments, it can
be stated that a complete filter solution is
all the more meaningful the more the system is interfered with, but also the more
complex it is. This is due to the interactions between the devices and the increasingly contaminated supply they can create. The demand for a mains filter to quash
these is high - and is met by Isotek.
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 Although the claimed values before and after

are somewhat optimistic - without load – the
enormous magnitude of the distortion removal is
accurate.

 Here again, the active technique shows a
rather unstable picture, but a good, deep filter
effect well below the normal level.

T E S T M A I N S F I LT E R S

THE PASSIVE POWER

T

he Isotek „Aquarius“ is a passively a component design, which offers two high-current slots
for amplifiers and four other filter sockets – designed for lower-consuming devices and source
components –which are more highly filtered and even more isolated. If a digital device is plugged in
here, not only is mains interference made harmless, but also its own effects on other system components
are moderately mitigated until „invisible“. STEREO subjected the Aquarius to a detailed test five years
ago, and it is still a top solution even for more elaborate audiophile systems (Isotek recommendation
up to about 13,000 Euro total value). Even a sometimes-evident drone was diminished audibly, without
disturbing the sound.
 The filter damping starts early

and is quite even and wide-band.

 Filter circuits with chokes

characterize the source output,
while at the rear of the picture
is the protection device.

 While the HF effect is very similar, deeper

frequency disturbances are even more strongly
reduced at the source component outputs.

SUPPRESSION FROM LEVERKUSEN

A

s an expert in interference suppression technology, HMS is
undoubtedly one of the go-to
companies in Germany and worldwide,
with low-loss quality cables and network
accessories at the very top of the high-end
segment. Its first Energia bar sold far more
than 17,000 units before being replaced
with the improved Energia Mk II, which
was more elaborate and better adapted to
use with more power-hungry products.

HMS ENERGIA MK II
Power strip with 5/7/9/11/13 filtered
outputs, overvoltage protection and 1.5
m cable, from 470 €, optional DC-suppression DCS, other filter equipment,
longer cable / extension with IEC socket
Contact: HMS
Tel .: +49 2171/734006
www.hmselektronik.com
Sound-structuring, gently soothing and
uncompromising power strip, which also
protects superbly. The new standard?
EQUIPMENT

Connections: Tried in five-output version,
with five slots including one for amplifiers
and surge protection

With prices starting just under 500
euros, the HMS target market is clearly
the more demanding system-builder wanting to maximise an already good system
and realize its full potential. The HMS filter effect is enormously uniform and
reaches over a very wide spectrum,
through the audible range into the listening area and far into the high frequencies,
but has been designed to do its thing without incurring dynamic losses. The Energia
power cord used is excellent, though the
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power strip is also available with a coldplug connection for other mains cables,
and we’d also suggest the version with a
built-in DC blocker, with surge-protection
protection available as standard. That’s a
serious recommendation!

The HMS filters extremely evenly and broadly.

This manifests itself in serenity and tranquillity.

T E S T M A I N S F I LT E R S

THE WAVE RIDER

T

alk about active network regeneration and you have to mention PS
Audio. The company – headquartered in Boulder, Colorado, and led by
Paul McGowan – long ago had the idea
of using an amplifier to provide extremely

 Switched on, the newly-built mains provides a

lively but impressive result.

 The high current output on the device acts as a

passive power strip with quite strong filtering.

stable alternating current, a concept it
has now developed and refined over several product generations.
The author has extensive experience of
both the 500 Power Plant and Power
Plant Premier, both predecessors of the
current P5. Compared to the first Powerplant PP, it is no longer necessary to
re-create the entire voltage swing of 230
V in the more recent models, but to limit
the creation of the ultimately clean mains
to about one-third, ie 70/80 volts. This is
then brought to the required level and
stabilized, which means both less effort
and heat and more safety and reserves.
The perfect sine is available primarily for
preamplifiers and sources, while an available passive socket is used to connect
more powerful devices such as the amplifier.
Fundamentally, the active regenerators
are said to be able to fulfil the requirement for low resistance, unrestricted
dynamics and HF override resistance.
However, PS Audio seems to have solved
the theoretical weaknesses of the concept
excellently. In fact, we would not necessarily run the preamp through the sine

 The remote control
gives the owner control
over the current supply of
the system.

 The PS Audio actually has an oscilloscope on

 PS Audio’s P5 offers a high current output and three buffered sockets for source devices.
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board, which shows the power supply (top), the
distorted input from the wall-socket (below) and
the clean, newly generated output (center).

T E S T M A I N S F I LT E R S
PS AUDIO POWER PLANT P5
To 5000 €
Contact: HiFi2die4
Tel .: +1 720-406-8946
www.psaudio.com
 The display of the

PS Audio informs at a
glance about the input
and output data.

 The P5 shows that it
is a power amplifier
providing the cleanest
50 hertz.

generator due to a very minimal saturation of the sound image even if PS Audio
sees this differently, but the P5 also filters
also passively. The cleaning performance

of the PS audio, incidentally, coincides
exactly with the distortion values the
author‘s almost 2000-euro oscilloscope
mains analyzer spits out.

High-precision, spatially-open and powerful
sound, best when used with sources and
preamps in pure sinusoidal mode. Up to 1500
watts output.
EQUIPMENT

Connections: A-10A high current and three
equivalent, regenerated „zone“ outputs;
remote control with clean wave (degaussing)
and multiwave (widened multi-sinewave for
longer charging phases)

The sound proves that the PS Audio still
belongs in the crème de la crème of international power network improvers: it
arranges the sound image, frees it from rubbish and delivers a polished, high-quality
and high-end sound experience. Excellent.

SUPRACHARGER?

S

upra Cables – from Ljungskile,
Sweden – was founded in 1976 by
Tommy Jenving as one of the very
first providers of hi-fi cables, and has also
been very active in the AV and power
sectors for several years. The present
power distributor has six identical outputs, which are filtered by means of a very
subtle „impulse-scattered“ filtering by
means of ferrites against the power grid
and also decoupled from each other.
The predecessor of this Supra mains
filter has already been tested in
STEREO test and, thanks to
its sound balance without

dynamic loss, at that time beat several
competitors in the up to 300 Euro class.
This new version, improved in all respects,
is handmade in Sweden partly from German components. Together with a Supra
Lorad cable, which is also sold by the
meter for less than 20 Euro, a power supply completely shielded from the wall
socket is obtained.
Tip: Make sure you buy
the version with triple
overvoltage protection (for phase, neutral and protective
conductor) to keep your

system safe, a switch, and enough outputs:
as standard the Supra-strip comes with
two to 15, with even more available to
special order. Alive and with a pronounced tonal consistency, it will help a
wide range systems with more peace,
blackness and structure in the sound
image. Great – and a bargain!
SUPRA LORAD MD-06-EU / SP
2-connector strips from 165 €, 6-way
with overvoltage protection 250 Euros,
shielded Lorad power cable optional
Contact: Geko HiFi
Tel .: +46 522-698990
www.jenving.com
Ingeniously simple and skilfully-designed
power distributor, which has a positive
effect even in more expensive systems
EQUIPMENT

Connections: Test version had six outputs,
soft filtering, surge protection and switches

 The filter action of the Supra sets
in amazingly early and decreases in
the megahertz band
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SERVICES
S E R V I C E M A I N S F I LT E R S

T

echnical progress promises a more
comfortable life. But leaving
behind purely ohmic electricity
consumers of the problem-free type (eg
the incandescent light bulb) has given
us something which was previously
not known to such an extent: electrosmog.
This interference makes itself known
– and heard – both through wires and in
the form of an invisible, increasingly
fine-tuned radio disturbance mist, which
occasionally manages to sneak into the
music reproduction by modulating additional information into the mains cabling
and the devices. Most devices aren’t so
well prepared to resist this invasion. In
the worst case, the high-frequency interference is processed together with the
useful signal and can, for example, push
an amplifier above its frequency range.
Such distortions or overlays are detectable and even heard - and certainly not
as a sound enhancement – as is evidenced by many discussions on Internet
forums.
They are the reason why the same system can sound better in the middle of
the night or at the weekend than at
industrial peak times at noon, when all
machines and domestic devices are running flat out. Even energy-saving lamps
and electric motors of all kinds are anything but harmless, while – to a great
extent – elements of the hi-fi system can
also impinge on the sound. After all,

 Indispensable accessories
help stream the jumps, which
can be almost as important
as the room acoustics.

what is a hi-fi system other than a complex alternating current circuit with rectifiers and pulsating power consumption
as well as its own resonance frequencies?
It’s more than capable of disturbing
itself, and those around it.

What to do
In the design of the entire electrical
installation, low inductance and lowest
transition resistances must be strictly
observed for high acoustic requirements.
Like low-inductance cables, the entire
system is considerably less „susceptible“
to penetrating disturbances on the one
hand, and also places less resistance to
the energy supply. It is therefore necessary to eliminate the bottlenecks.
Starting at beginning means getting
the devices connected with the correct
mains phase (at least for systems in

countries without three-pin plugs to
force correct orientation). You can do
this, for examples with the Oehlbach
Phaser (picture, from 53 Euro in the
STEREO shop). One looks for that of two
plug positions, in which the housing
potential of each individual device is the
lowest. This is because potential differences (voltages) tend to balance, and this
takes place across all ground connection.
The use of good power cables, which
allow the components to remove the
remainders of the compensating currents
as quickly as possible, is helpful.
This does not have to cost a fortune,
but the mains cables supplied with some
products, while fine to deliver 10-16amps
without any voltage drops, might struggle when an amplifier, for example,
draws more for an instant when handling
g the transients of music. This can affect
the sound, so replacing the mains cable
for an amplifier even with a modest
step-up cables such as the shielded
Supra-Lorad with a cross-section of 3 x
2.5mm2, is worth doing. And given this
cable will only cost you 20 Euros or so a
meter, you will probably want to equip
other devices with this experience. Of
course Isotek, HMS or Viablue and many
more highly developed online sellers also
offer similar product.

DC VOLTAGE IN THE AC NETWORK?

M

ainly due to industrial processes, but
also devices with strong electric motors
such as (circular saws) or phase control (hot
plate, energy saving lamp), the power grid is

loaded asymmetrically, due to DC voltages in the
network. The usual 50-Hertz mains then deviates from the ideal, one of the two half-waves
being smaller than the other. In fact, even small
amounts of DC drive even in the millivolt to
lower voltage range can drive transformers into
saturation at an early stage. Although admittedly rare, this can create loss of performance,
distortions and transformer hum in amplifiers.
DC-blockers such as the Isotek Syncro (pictured
left), PS Audio with the „Humbuster“, that used
by HMS in some Energia products, and Supra
(right), can solve the problem. Also devices
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such as Burmester‘s „Power Conditioner“, the
sine-correcting (Accuphase) or actively completely newly-designed devices can also provide
a remedy, by ensuring the two half-waves are
symmetrically balanced.

ESERVICE
S E R V I C E M A I N S F I LT E R S

ON OR OFF: ENERGY SAVING
LAMPS, DIMMERS, PCS AND HALOGEN
TRANSFORMERS IN THE LISTENING ROOM

IT’S ON THE GRID!

Disturbances in the power grid can
have many faces and causes

H

UNAFFECTED TENSION

ENERGY SAVING LAMP

INFLUENCED TENSION

100,0

400,0

Ampere

400,0

Volt

Volt

owever much energy suppliers strive
to ensure freedom from interference 0,0
0,0
in their supply, there’s little they can do to
tackle the potential for local interference.
In the diagram at the top left we see -400,0
-100,0
10,0
0,0
milliseconds 20,0
10,0
0,0
milliseconds
the ideal, a 50 Hertz alternating current
waveform, while in red we see the „dirt“
ASYMMETRY (DC)
produced by a energy saving lamp - technically a folded fluorescent tube with
400,0
high-frequency gas discharge - by phase bleeding, and in blue the result. In Volt
the lower row we see an asymmetrical sinusoidal current (see also the left 0,0
side box) and a spike, ie a short surge voltage pulse. The examples from
the VWEW-Verlag, which are mainly based on „current-based knowledge“,
show just how consumers‘ returns can have a lasting effect on the voltage. In
addition, voltage drops, for example, due to the switching-on pulses of large
loads, „high-frequency“ ripples and flickers play can affect the mains frequency. -400,00,0
10,0
milliseconds
It’s quite an „opponent“ to master, so in the listening room, it is important to
avoid or mitigate local effects as far as possible - by means of good basic principles as well as by suitable filtering.

From our experience it‘s also recommendable to have a fuse – or better still
a „sound module” such as this one from
AHP (picture, around 100 euro), specially created for A / V requirements – in
the fuse box to protect the circuit powering the system. Normal fuses can hold
back the sound of your system.
It may seem unbelievable, but paying
attention to these things will ensure your
HiFi system will then sound bigger and
more fluid, more energetic and more
powerful. Ensure that the entire system
is connected to one circuit to avoid
ground loops (hum).
A standard wall socket can also hold
back your system, and here there are much
better replacements with better screw contacts, higher loadings and improved conductor materials from the likes of Furutech, Groneberg, HMS, Oyaide (picture,
160 Euro) or Phonosophy. There are

differences between them, but all offer a
big jump over standard sockets.
If you are a homeowner, we have a more
elaborate yet important tip for you: get
your electrician to use a 3 x 2.5mm2 installation cable Ultimate3 (picture, www.
hifi-tuning.de, from 15 Euro / m) between
the control box and the electrical outlet,
and check whether you have an advanced
TN-S electrical installation with a separate
protective conductor in accordance with
the „Electromagnetic Compatibility“, as
required by new buildings. A TN-C installation with a combined neutral and protective conductor (PEN), often still available thanks to the availability of stock, is
no longer state of the art! So-called functional grounding is today immensely
important and cannot be replaced by anything, even if even the older TN-C network
also ensures the protection of the person
– that is, protective grounding.

SO STEREO MEASURED

I

n an electromagnetically shielded test space, as prescribed for EMC
standard measurements, we were kindly supported by the former
STEREO laboratory director Dipl.-Ing. Rolf Hähle and our partner laboratory
Kolter Electronic in Erftstadt (www.kolter.de) in developing a test set-up
that shows how much the interference from the network is attenuated
by the respective test object. Thus, the so-called insertion loss of
cable-bound disturbances in comparison to the network without filter
(upper diagram limitation) is immediately recognizable in decibels at each
frequency. Contrary to the standard measurement between 150 kilohertz
and 30 megahertz, we extended the measuring range of the high-quality
spectrum analyzer even down to the listening range (nine kilohertz).
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Because current flows back into the
building‘s three-phase current network
are no longer (almost) eliminated by
modern consumers, operating currents
flow on the neutral and thus also on the
protective conductor and even affect the
ground connections of a hi-fi system.
These are bad basic conditions for the
sound - and also for mains filters.

LINKS
www.aaronia.de
www.audiophiles-hifi.de
www.fisch-audiotechnik.de
www.hifi-tuning.com
www.mudra-akustik.de
www.phonosophie.de
www.viablue.de
http://www.verpennte-installation.de/
Plakat%202015.pdf

